Kenworth stereo

Its just that easy. Much safer and saves time and money. If you have your own radio, you can
buy a Peterbilt radio harness a Freightliner radio harness a International radio harness , Volvo
radio harness , a Kenworth radio harness for This will allow you to install your own radio
without cutting the factory truck radio harness. We want to make the install as simple as
possible we have included a set of removal keys for your old radio. Now that's customer
service! If you are a returning customer to our site you will notice a major overhaul. We have
republished the site making it more mobile friendly by updating the structure. The coolest
change is the way you view all the radios and speakers and harnesses. They are working on a
carousel that will make it easy to thumb thru the largest semi truck radio selection out there.
This style will allow you to scan thru the radios and harnesses with ease. We have shortened
the radio details by using the radios owners manual as a way to view all the details. Some
things have not changed. Your radio will come with a FREE pigtail to plug into your truck. The
correct info insures you can plug it in. A working mobile phone number is good if we need to
text info like a pic about the harness. We have added a new product to the site with a PLUS
version of our popular semi truck radio harness line. Now you can purchase a version with a set
of radio removal keys and save money as a combo. Now when you start your install you want
have to search for the radio keys before you can do your install. When you shop for a truck
radio harness on the site pay attention to this option choose a PLUS version for the keys.
Enough bragging, lets pick a radio for your truck. Begin your search with your truck brand or
browse the radio selection and add your truck info to make sure it is wired correctly. Here you
will find questions from fellow drivers about our products. Get your application questions
answered. Having a problem finding your truck harness? Not sure a specific radio will fit? Ask
us a question and we will respond within 24 hours. Read what your fellow truckers are installing
in a truck like yours. Most of us can't drive to town without some tunes. Professional truck
drivers are no different and deserve a high quality heavy duty stereo in the cab. Driving
hundreds of miles without music is enough to make a person crazy which is why you need to
get the install right the first time. When upgrading the stereo in Freightliner, International,
Kenworth, Peterbilt, Mack or other tractor, choose one of our Aptiv or Pro-Audio Heavy-Duty
Stereos that are built specifically for semi trucks. Installing one of our stereos in just about any
semi or other tractor is incredibly simple. You should never have to cut and splice wires that's
why we supply a free Plug n' Play wire harness with all of our stereos. We'll collect your vehicle
details to ensure you receive the correct wire-harness if any is required. This also gives us a
chance to review the stereo compatibility with your specific semi for retention of steering wheel
control, sleeper control and so on. Whether you're installing a new stereo in your own semi or
outfitting a fleet, we appreciate the opportunity to work with you. Enjoy peace of mind knowing
that STS has everything you'll need to make your stereo installation easy, complete and
functional. Have you ever wondered why some people say radio and others say stereo? It's a
little confusing since many people use the two words interchangeably, but they're not really the
same. A radio is a transmission device used for sound and other signals by the modulation of
electromagnetic waves. A stereo is used for reproducing sound. It uses two channels, each
plays a portion of the original sound. The SmartNav 2. This is the very same system available
through Twitter Blog. Any Feature Any Truck. Welcome to SemiTruckStereos. Featured Items
Specials. SmartNav 2. Panasonic Watt Powered Subwoofer. Delphi Handheld Remote Control. Is
it a Stereo or a Radio? Read More. Tweets by SemiTruckStereo. Mon-Fri: Newsletter Subscribe
Newsletter Unsubscribe. Allows hands-free phone This harness adapter works with both
systems and works Wireless remote control for your Delphi heavy-duty stereo major functions.
This big button controller is OEM equipment and is compatible with nearly every Delphi
heavy-duty stereo that supports an IR The ZA is satellite radio antenna adapter that allows the
use of most portable satellite radio type antennas with any of our Delphi satellite radio ready
stereos. To use this adapter just plug Actual wiring harness photograph not shown here.
Heavy-Duty Design- specifically made for a commercial vehicle driver by having larger buttons
and a heavy-duty construction for tougher environments Weatherband WB - offers 7 weather
band Heavy-Duty Design â€” specifically made for a commercial vehicle driver by having larger
buttons and a heavy-duty construction for tougher environments Integrated SiriusXM Satellite
Radio Tuner â€” Heavy-Duty Design- specifically made for a commercial vehicle driver by
having larger buttons and a heavy-duty construction for tougher environments Weatherband
WB â€” offers 7 weather band Heavy-Duty Design specifically made for a commercial vehicle
driver by having larger buttons and a heavy-duty construction for tougher environments This
truck stereo kit includes the bluetooth Easily connect your audio or media storage device using
either the 3. This stereo features Bluetooth Heavy-Duty Design â€” specifically made for a
commercial vehicle driver by having larger buttons and a heavy-duty construction for tougher
environments Weatherband WB - offers 7 weather band Receiving frequency 2. Installation of

the mirror-mount antenna requires mounting onto a mirror 8-foot long Cable terminated with a
SMB Installation of roof-mount antenna requires permanent mounting onto any flat horizontal
surface of the vehicle by drilling This magnet mount satellite radio antenna works with all of our
Delphi and Panasonic heavy-duty big rig stereos making it easier than ever to add satellite radio
to your truck. Compatible with all This model has been replaced by the Aptiv PP Heavy-Duty
Design specifically made for a commercial vehicle driver by having larger buttons and a
heavy-duty construction for tougher environments Mon-Fri: Newsletter Subscribe Newsletter
Unsubscribe. Our Integrated Powertrain is engineered to bring power and performance
together, so you can maximize your investments mile after mile. Our precision-built
transmission is engineered from the ground up for intuitive operation and superior
performance. Its intelligent features use look-ahead technology to execute shift decisions that
improve fuel economy and driver comfort. PACCAR Axles defy all limits with advanced
lightweight designs, maximizing fuel and steering efficiency so you can increase your payload
on every haul. An innovative new technology that helps you diagnose and solve potential
problems before they impact your operation. An industry-first at this size, the new inch
high-definition, fully digital instrumentation, contains all the information a driver needs to
operate the truck â€” configurable for as much or as little content as they want. PACCAR
Transmission Our precision-built transmission is engineered from the ground up for intuitive
operation and superior performance. More About Powertrain Technology. Connected Trucks.
More About the Essentials App. More about Premierecare Gold. Find a dealer Search Location.
Find a dealer nearest you. Skip to main content. Related: delphi radio kenworth stereo pioneer
car stereo. Include description. Dayco 1 Items 1. Delphi 1 Items 1. Kenworth 9 Items 9.
Unbranded Items UU-Auto Parts 3 Items 3. No Warranty 20 Items Unspecified Length 31 Items
New Items Used 6 Items 6. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It
Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping.
Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted.
Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery
View Customize. Find the right parts for your Kenworth. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to
find the right parts faster. Almost gone. Free returns. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text
are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Customers who bought this
item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product information
Technical Details. Is Discontinued By Manufacturer No. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. My husbad says it works he bought this for his
peterbilt. Was perfect hookup for my peterbilt wired up to my stereo perfectly. Took me 15
minutes. To wire it up and solder it all and plug it in. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: peterbilt accessories , radio for truck , truck stereos.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. Available from these sellers. Speece, Inc.
Marketplace Brands Inc. Amazing Dealzzz. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main content
of results for "kenworth radio". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping.

Car Electronics Auxiliary Input. Car Stereo Feature. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new
vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Price and other
details may vary based on size and color. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb In stock on March 1, FREE
Shipping. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Only 11 left in stock order soon. Get it as soon as Fri, Feb Only 20 left in stock - order soon. N
nissan quest manual
2002 honda accord oxygen sensor
2005 ford 54 engine
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

